GDRE PREHISTOS – THEMATIC WORKSHOP
Osseous material exploitation during Epipalaeolithic and Mesolithic

PLACE AND DATE
Kurchatov (Russie)
20-26 October 2013

ORGANIZERS
Scientific coordinators:
Mihail Zhilin (mizhilin@yandex.ru), Natalia Akhmetgaleeva (achmetga@mail.ru), Benjamin Marquebielle (benjamin.marquebielle@yahoo.fr), Nicolas Valdeyron (valdeyro@univ-tlse2.fr)
Administrative coordinators:
Aline Averbouh (walineboudg1@gmail.com)

THEMES : (Themes 1 and 2 are in direct relation with the general themes of the GDRE and must be treated as a priority issue)
- Theme 1 : the debitage by extraction during the end of the Epipalaeolithic and the Mesolithic
- Theme 2 : The use of bevels in hafting systems
- Theme 3 : Arrowheads made from bone and other materials in the Epipalaeolithic and Mesolithic of Europe

TITLE AND ABSTRACT :
Send to the organizers (with priority to M. Zhilin and B. Marquebielle) your title, key words and abstracts before the 01/04/2013. Abstracts must not go over 1 000 signs and must be written in English. Precise the theme(s) in which you want to present your communication.

PRESENTATION TIME :
25 minutes (15/20 minutes presentation and 5/10 minutes discussion)

LANGUAGE :
English

TRAVEL FEES :
Russian fund for science (dir: N. Skakun, linked to the GDRE) will take in charge the travel and accommodations of Russian members. For the non-Russian members, wherever possible, your respective laboratories or institutions can support a part of travel. Then it would consist in the participation of your laboratory to GDRE 2013 budget. If can’t, GDRE PREHISTOS will take charge if possible. Please transmit as soon as possible your requests towards the institutions in which you activate and inform us about the possibility of your laboratory’s financial participation.

PUBLICATION :
To publish as soon as possible the proceedings of the meeting, please send your papers before the 30/11/2013. We’ll inform you about the publication standards once we have chosen the journal.